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SUMMARY 

 
1. I, Marcus Spiller, hold formal qualifications in urban planning and economics.  I have over 

40 years’ experience as an urban economist, practicing mostly as a consultant. 

2. I was asked to provide an opinion on; 

▪ Whether, and to what extent, accommodation of a temporary quarry in the 
Beveridge North West PSP would adversely affect infrastructure cost recovery 
achieved via the Infrastructure Charges Plan (ICP) proposed for the Precinct, and  

▪ Whether the temporary quarrying operations would generate an overall 
economic benefit for the Northern Growth Corridor and Victoria generally. 

3. On the matter of ICP efficacy, I find that the introduction of the temporary quarry will 
impose an additional unrecovered cost of some $7.63 million on infrastructure providers 
in the PSP, principally the Shire Council.  In a ‘without quarry’ scenario, ICP receipts would 
amount to 64% of infrastructure costs as listed in the PSP, while they would be 57% of 
these costs in the ‘with quarry’ scenario.   

4. In terms of overall economic contribution, I find that accommodation of a temporary 
quarry in the Beveridge North West would generate a net community disbenefit for 
Victoria, estimated at around $15 million in present value terms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Credentials 
5. My full name is Marcus Luigi Spiller and I am a Principal and Partner of SGS Economics & 

Planning Pty Ltd (SGS), based in the firm’s Melbourne office at Level 14, 222 Exhibition 
Street, Melbourne, VIC, 3000. 

6. I hold the following academic qualifications: 

▪ PhD (Global Studies, Social Science and Planning), RMIT University, Melbourne, 
2009 

▪ Master of Commerce (Economics), University of Melbourne, 1986 
▪ Bachelor of Town and Regional Planning, University of Melbourne, 1978. 

7. I have extensive experience in public policy analysis as an urban economist and planner. I 
specialise in metropolitan strategic planning, housing policy, urban infrastructure funding 
and the links between urban structure and productivity. I have provided advice to all tiers 
of government and the private sector related to the dynamics of housing, transport, 
employment, infrastructure and the general economy in cities.  

8. I have previously presented expert evidence at Planning Panels Victoria hearings. 

9. Additional information regarding my qualifications and experience is included in 
Attachment B. 

1.2 Instructions 
10. I was instructed by Maddocks, on behalf of Mitchell Shire  Council, to provide expert 

evidence regarding the ICP and economic aspects of the Beveridge North West PSP.   

11. Specifically, I was asked to provide an opinion on two issues; 

▪ Whether, and to what extent, the suspension of urban development in the Beveridge 
North West PSP pending the conclusion of temporary quarrying operations will 
impact the level of infrastructure cost recovery achieved via the ICP, and  

▪ Whether the temporary quarrying operations would generate an overall economic 
benefit for the Northern Growth Corridor and Victoria generally. 

12. I address these two matters in turn in Sections 2 and 3 of this report. 
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2. ICP IMPACTS 

2.1 Impact of quarrying on required infrastructure 
13. I understand from the VPA’s ‘Part A Submission’ that under the adjusted PSP and the 

associated Specific Controls Overlay (SCO), all quarrying activity and associated 
rehabilitation works required to enable residential development of the quarry land will be 
completed by no later than 2052. 

14. Thus, after 2052, at the latest, development of land in the Beveridge North West PSP can 
resume the pattern it might have otherwise taken in the absence of the quarry.   

15. I also understand that save for some differences in landform brought about by the 
temporary quarrying activity, the end state of the Beveridge North West district in terms 
of urban development will be largely the same to what it might otherwise have been had 
the quarrying not occurred.  This means no enduring loss of development capacity. 

16. The ultimate form of the Beveridge North West PSP will therefore require the same 
infrastructure by way of roads, community facilities and open space regardless of whether 
temporary quarrying occurs.  As the inventory of required infrastructure remains 
unchanged, one might expect that the absolute cost of supplying these facilities and 
services would be the same in both a ‘with quarrying’ and ‘without quarrying’ scenario. 

17. However, the cost of providing the same portfolio of infrastructure items can vary 
depending on differences in the timing of provision.  In present value terms, the cost of 
supplying any given infrastructure asset at a relatively distant future date will be less than 
that of providing it early in the development process.  In a financial sense, less money is 
required today to provide, say, a $5million asset in 30 years’ time compared to providing it 
in year 1 because the money in question can accumulate interest for a long period before 
it needs to be deployed. 

18. The same is true of revenue received to pay for infrastructure, such as ICP levies.  Revenue 
expected to be received at some distant future date will be worth less in the accounts of 
the infrastructure provider notwithstanding that it might carry the same nominal value as 
revenue received in the near term.  This is because revenue received early notionally 
attracts interest before it needs to be deployed. 

19. The projected timing of the same portfolio of works, and the projected timing or 
sequencing of development and associated receipts, can therefore materially affect the 
financial efficacy of the ICP.   

20. This reality is at least partially recognised in the ICP system, given that Supplementary 
Levies may be struck to compensate infrastructure providers for the provision of ‘early 
works’.  That is, providers may be compensated for their financial shortfalls – notionally 
the interest costs they incur – when near term receipts of Standard Levies are insufficient 
to meet the cost of required near term outlays.  

21. I have sought to test the financial impact of temporary quarry operations on the efficacy 
of the ICP as amended in the VPA’s Part A statement, by: 

▪ Identifying a time bounded sequence of development in Beveridge North West 
assuming no quarry operations 

▪ Identifying an altered sequence of development in the Precinct reflecting the need to 
accommodate quarrying operations, and 

▪ Calculating and comparing the net present value of ICP receipts under these two 
scenarios.  
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2.2 Sequence of development without temporary quarry 
22. I was provided with a report by Patch Design & Plan1 which described a long-run roll-out of 

development across the entire Northern Growth Corridor. 

23. Using the Patch report as a base I formulated a potential sequence of development for 
Beveridge North West assuming that land in the North East quadrant of the precinct was 
unencumbered by the quarry.  This nominal sequence is shown in Figure 1. 

24. This sequence would see development starting at the Cameron’s Lane boundary of the 
Precinct then progressively moving north to meet development fronts moving south in the 
Wallan South precinct. 

FIGURE 1: NOMINAL DEVELOPMENT TIMING WITHOUT QUARRY – BEVERIDGE NORTH WEST -  

2020 - 2025 

2025 - 2030 

 
1 Patch Design & Plan (2020) ‘Northern Growth Corridor Development Sequencing’ prepared for Mitchell Shire Council 
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2030 - 2035 

2035 - 2040 

2040 - 2045 
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2045 - 2050 

2050 -2055 

2055 - 2060 

Sources. Base Map is the ICP as per Part A Statement.  Development stages adapted from Patch Consultants 

 

2.3 Impact of temporary quarry operations on land availability 
25. Figure 1 indicates that development in the Beveridge North West Precinct would proceed 

unimpeded by the quarry until around 2030.  After this time, significant land which would 
have otherwise been available for development as a logical extension of earlier fronts 
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would fall within the blast and amenity buffers of the quarry, as well as the quarry site 
itself.   

26. The parcels affected by the quarry and its buffers would need to be withdrawn, 
temporarily, from the land supply pipeline pending cessation of quarry operations and full 
rehabilitation of the site.   

27. In line with the VPA’s Part A Statement, I have assumed that the land withdrawn from the 
pipeline will re-join it from the 2050 – 2055 period. 

28. My assessment of the quantum of NDA land withdrawn in different time periods and then 
reinserted into availability for development is shown in Table 1.  This is based on my 
inspection of the parcels which are consecutively affected by quarry buffers and the 
quarry itself, as identified in the Patch report.  Overall, 165 ha are withdrawn between 
2030 and 2050, and these are fed back in evenly over the remaining years in this period 
2050 to 2060.  Note that the total PSP NDA identified in the Patch report (804 ha) is 
somewhat larger than that reported in the amended PSP as reported in the VPA’s Part A 
statement (768 ha). 

29. With the release of VPA’s Part A statement, I performed a check on the amount of NDA 
that would be affected by the quarry and its buffers in the final form of the PSP.  The NDA 
within the amenity buffers amounts to some 119 ha.  However, if one takes the area of 
the whole ownership parcels which are impacted by the buffers, the affected NDA 
amounts to approximately 220 ha.  The mid-point between these two estimates is 170 ha, 
which aligns reasonably well with the estimate of land temporarily lost from residential 
development I derived from the Patch maps. 

 

TABLE 1: ABSORPTION OF NET DEVELOPABLE AREA WITH AND WITHOUT QUARRY 

 

2020-
2025 

2025-
2030 

2030-
2035 

2035-
2040 

2040-
2045 

2045-
2050 

2050-
2055 

2055-
2060 

Total 

NDA absorbed in 
Beveridge North 
West PSP (assuming 
no quarry) Ha 

120 120 120 120 120 110 75 19 804 

NDA absorbed in 
Beveridge North 
West PSP (assuming 
with quarry) Ha 

120 120 72 72 84 77 158 102 804 

Source:  Patch Consultants report, author’s estimates 

 

2.4 Impact of temporary quarry operations on infrastructure roll-
out 
30. I have considered the timing of the projects nominated in the ICP in the context of the 

sequencing plan set out in Figure 1.   

31. My assessment of when the various ICP transport related projects (roads, intersections, 
bridges and culverts etc) would need to be delivered is shown in Table 2.  I judged that 
projects would be required when their planned locations were absorbed into a new 
growth front under the sequencing plan and/or when development ‘up-stream’ (in the 
Wallan South precinct) and downstream (south of Cameron’s Lane) warranted 
connectivity through Beveridge North West.  For example, I judged that the northern 
segment of project RD-04, comprising some 20% of the whole RD-04 project, would need 
to go ahead in the 2040-45 window even though adjacent land in Beveridge North West 
would not become available for development till the 2050-55 window because this link 
would be vital to the functionality of the road network in precincts being developed 
further north. 
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TABLE 2: ICP PROJECT ROLL-OUT ASSUMING NO QUARRY – ROADS, INTERSECTIONS, BRIDGES & CULVERTS 

 

ICP timing 
estimate ICP cost 

2020-2025   
CU-02 M-L $1,097,742 

IN-03 S-M $11,815,076 

IN-02 S-M $6,247,262 

IN-04 S-M $9,875,280 

RD-02 S $7,134,154 

RD-01 S-M $3,285,687 

RD-05 M-L $394,986 

RD-04 (20%) M-L $1,594,368 

RD-03A M-L $784,574 

BR-01 S-M $21,346,872 

BR-03 S-M $7,461,522 

Total  $71,037,523 

2025-2030   
IN-01 S-M $8,795,598 

IN-05 M-L $9,114,101 

IN-12 M-L $6,307,807 

IN-13 M-L $5,969,113 

IN-11 M-L $5,768,227 

RD-03B M-L $2,790,173 

RD-04 (40%) M-L $3,188,736 

Total  $41,933,755 

2030-2035   
IN-06 M-L $9,955,291 

IN-07 M-L $6,999,010 

IN-09 M-L $8,879,194 

RD-03C M-L $484,151 

RD-04 (20%) M-L $1,594,368 

Total  $27,912,014 

2035-2040   
CU-03 M-L $1,097,742 

IN-10 M-L $5,980,485 

BR-02 M $318,118 

Total  $7,396,345 

2040-2045   
RD-04 (20%) M-L $1,594,368 

PED-02 M-L $300,000 

Total  $1,894,368 

2045-2050   
NIL   

Total  0 

2050 - 2055   
CU-01 M-L $291,444 

IN-08 M-L $8,879,194 

RD-03D M-L $16,209,242 

Total  $25,379,880 

2055-2060   
PED-01 M-L $300,000 

Total  $300,000 

Grand total  $175,853,886 

Source:  ICP (Part A Statement), author’s calculations 

 

32. The ICP stops short of nominating a roll out schedule of the sort that I have developed.  
However, it does tag each project with a time frame for provision (short term – ‘S’ within 7 
years, medium term – ‘M’ 7 -15 years, and long term – L 15 years plus).  Broadly speaking 
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there is an alignment between my assessment of project timings and the tags applied in 
the ICP. 

33. Of note is the fact that there is fairly heavy front-loading of infrastructure costs in the ICP.  
That is, a relatively large proportion of infrastructure costs is borne relatively early in the 
development sequence.  Based on the roll out shown in Table 2, around 80% of total 
infrastructure projects measured by cost would need to be in place by 2035, while 
development at that point will have reached less than 50% of its build out capacity. 

34. This implies that infrastructure providers will have to finance a plethora of (relatively) early 
works to enable development in the Precinct to proceed.  Put another way, ICP receipts 
will not cover the cost of rolling out projects and providers will have to fund the difference 
pending future receipts as the Precinct builds out.  

35. In my assessment, the ‘disturbance’ to the Patch sequence brought about by the 
requirement to accommodate the temporary quarry does not have a major impact on the 
infrastructure roll-out schedule.  This is because relatively few ICP projects are physically 
located within areas affected by the quarrying and its buffers, and/or the projects which 
are physically located in this way are required to be provided in their ‘without quarry’ time 
slot in any case, because of upstream and downstream connections. 

36. I judge that the introduction of the quarry and deferral of NDA associated with it would 
only enable adjustment of project IN-10, costed at $5,980,485.  This would be moved from 
the 2035-40 slot to the 2040-45 slot.  This would reduce the present value cost of 
supplying infrastructure, partially compensating for the (greater) deferral of receipts as a 
result of quarrying operations till after 2052. 

2.5 Impact of temporary quarry on efficacy of the ICP 
37. I have made an estimate of transport related project outlays versus ICP receipts over time 

under the with and without temporary quarry scenarios.  In so doing, I applied the 
following assumptions: 

▪ The without quarry scenario would see projects rolled out in accordance with the 
schedule shown in Table 2 

▪ The without quarry scenario would see land in the PSP developed in accordance with 
the proportions shown in the second row of Table 1 

▪ In the without quarry scenario, the NDA hectares consumed in each time period in 
Table 1 will be proportionally adjusted down to provide a grand total of 768 ha NDA 
instead of the 804 ha NDA applied by Patch (and reflected in Table 1) 

▪ The with quarry scenario would see projects rolled out in the same way as in the 
without quarry scenario, except that project IN-10 would be delayed for five years 

▪ The with quarry scenario would see land in the PSP developed in accordance with the 
proportions shown in the third row of Table 1 

▪ In the with quarry scenario, the NDA hectares consumed in each time period in Table 
1 will be proportionally adjusted down to provide a grand total of 768 ha NDA instead 
of the 804 ha NDA applied by Patch (and reflected in Table 1) 

38. I have estimated the present value of cash flows for both outlays and receipts under these 
scenarios using a real discount rate of 7% as recommended in Victorian Department of 
Treasury and Finance (DTF) and Infrastructure Australia guidance.   

39. The following table extracts the key figures from the cash flow analysis.  The full cash flow 
table is shown at Appendix A. 
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TABLE 3: ESTIMATED ICP OUTCOMES – WITH AND WITHOUT QUARRY 

 

Present value 
(7% discount rate) 

Total 
(undiscounted) 

Transport project outlays – without quarry ($m) $112.02 $175.85 

Transport project outlays – with quarry ($m) $111.35 $175.85 

Transport related Levies received (Standard plus 
Supplementary) - without quarry ($m) 

$71.67 $155.48 

Transport related Levies received (Standard plus 
Supplementary) - with quarry ($m) 

$63.64 $155.48 

Net additional cost borne by infrastructure providers ($m) $7.36  

Source:  Author 

 

40. Transport related project outlays over the life of the ICP total to $175.85 million. This 
figure remains unchanged whether the quarry is in operation or not, as the end state 
development of the PSP requires the same infrastructure inventory. 

41. However, in present value terms the cost of providing this infrastructure in the ‘with 
quarry’ scenario is slightly lower.  This is because one project, IN-10, can be deferred by 
five years. 

42. In nominal (undiscounted) terms, ICP receipts total to the same amount under both 
scenarios.  This is because both scenarios ultimately deliver the same quantum of NDA. 

43. There is a significant difference, however, in the present values of the ICP revenue 
streams.  Under the ‘without quarry’ scenario, the ICP would generate $71.67 million in 
present value terms.  Receipts in present value terms fall by $8.03 million, or 11%, to 
$63.64 million with the introduction of the temporary quarry.  This reflects the deferral of 
significant ICP receipts to the back end of the analysis period, as shown in Table 1. 

44. It is noteworthy that in both scenarios, present value receipts are well below cost recovery 
amounts.  In the ‘without quarry’ scenario, receipts amount to 64% of transport 
infrastructure costs, while they are 57% of these costs in the ‘with quarry’ scenario.  In 
part, this explained by the fact that some of the projects in question have a portion of 
their costs allocated to other PSP districts.  However, this funding shortfall is mainly due 
the front loading of infrastructure costs versus receipts under both scenarios, as I outlined 
earlier. 

45. In net terms, the introduction of the temporary quarry will cost infrastructure providers an 
additional $7.63 million.  They will gain a saving of $670,000 with the deferral of project 
IM-10.  However, they will suffer a present value loss of $8.03 million in ICP receipts, as 
they will have to wait longer to receive contributions from land affected by the quarry. 

46. This is the cost impact attributable to the quarry.  There would appear to be no easy 
recourse in the ICP framework to recover this cost.  However, it may be possible to 
address the issue via conditions in the SCO. 
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3. BROADER ECONOMIC IMPACTS 

3.1 Scope of economic impacts 
47. My review of documents and evidence presented to the previous Panel process identified 

a hypothesis that accommodating a quarry would constitute foregone economic value for 
the corridor and Victoria generally. 

48. The contention was that more economic activity will be generated by dedicating the 
quarry land for timely residential development, rather than pursuing quarrying operations.  
That is, the direct and indirect jobs generated through construction activity in residential 
development would far outweigh any economic costs associated with sourcing quarry 
product from a more distant site. 

49. In my opinion, this thesis is open to criticism on the grounds that the economic activity 
generated by residential  development that would have taken place on the quarry site will 
occur elsewhere in the region. 

50. To assess whether retention of the quarry option generates a net economic contribution, 
a cost benefit analysis (CBA) is required.  As per the infrastructure contributions issue set 
out above, a CBA would establish a Base Case (development of the corridor without the 
quarry) and the With Quarry Case, except in this instance, the geographic scope of the 
analysis would be broader.   

51. The CBA would measure whether the marginal costs in moving from the Base Case to the 
With Quarry Case would be outweighed by the marginal benefits when both are expressed 
in present value terms. 

52. I have prepared a CBA along these lines.  The principal marginal benefits in this framework 
include: 

▪ (Potentially) a gain in quality of quarry products if these resources are especially 
rare and valuable, and 

▪ Avoided transport costs in not having to cart quarry products from more distant 
extraction sites. 

53. The principal marginal costs in moving from the Base Case to the With Quarry Case would 
be: 

▪ the cost of rehabilitating the quarry site at the end of its statutorily approved 
life, and 

▪ inefficient infrastructure delivery at the local and district levels because 
development must follow a less efficient sequence.  

3.2 Marginal benefits 
54. SGS research as well as my review of previous evidence presented to Panel suggests that 

the quarry product in question can be sourced from alternative sites.  I have therefore 
made no allowance for an absolute loss in quarry product quality were the Base case to 
proceed. 

55. The principal benefit in moving from the Base Case to the With Quarry Case is the 
avoidance of additional transportation costs in sourcing the required product from 
alternative, potentially more distant sites. 
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56. In my review of previous evidence presented to Panel, I understand that there are several 
alternative sites at which the required product can be sourced.  These are summarised in 
the following table. 

TABLE 4: ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF QUARRY PRODUCT  

Operating quarries location Distance from Beveridge 
quarry (vkm) 

production rate over 
lifespan 

WA384 and WA400 Kilmore East 23.4 44,400,000 

WA176 Oaklands Junction 24.8 62,000,000 
    

Recycling centres location Distance from Beveridge 
quarry (vkm) 

production rate over 
lifespan 

Alex Fraser Epping 28 24,000,000 

Aurora Epping 28 9,000,000 

Barro Donnybrook 15.5 7,500,000 

Boral Resources Wollert 28.5 2,100,000 

Source: Expert reports Am 160 

 

57. Also based on previous expert evidence, I have assumed that: 

▪ some 400,000 tonnes of product per annum will need to be sourced from across 
these alternative sites were the Base Case, rather than With Quarry Case to 
proceed, and 

▪ it will cost $0.16 per tonne per kilometre to transport this material. 

58. Whether these alternative sites will, on average, be more central, that is, closer to, the 
locations where quarry product would be deployed is difficult to resolve with any 
certainty.  For simplicity and to provide conservative estimates, I have assumed that in the 
Base Case the quarry product will need to be carted an additional distance equivalent to 
the weighted average distance between the Beveridge North West quarry site and all the 
alternative sites noted in Table 4.  This weighted average distance is 24.58 klm. 

59. Finally, I have assumed that the additional transport costs will be incurred over a period of 
25 years, from January 2026. 

60. On this basis, the annual additional transport costs in having to source quarry material 
from alternative sites to Beveridge North West is given by 400,000 x 24.58 x $0.16 = 
$1,258,348.  Expressed in present value using a discount rate of 7%, this annual cost is the 
equivalent of $11.19 million.  This would be the avoided cost or benefit to Victoria in 
moving from the Base Case to the With Quarry Case. 

61. This can be taken as a relatively high estimate of the benefit in question because it 
assumes that the quarry would produce 400,000 tonnes of product from commencement 
of operations and then hold this volume until the quarry reaches its use by date.  A more 
realistic scenario is that the quarry output would start off at relatively low volumes and 
build to amounts potentially topping 400,000 tonnes over a decade, but still delivering an 
annual average over the whole period of operations of around 400,000 tonnes.  A 
temporal output pattern which redistributed product from earlier to later years would 
produce a lower present value transport cost saving. 

3.3 Marginal costs 
62. I have not sought to calculate the cost of rehabilitating the quarry site to residential 

development standard.  I suspect this would be a substantial number with potential to 
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‘swamp’ the transport cost savings indicated above as the principal marginal benefit in 
moving from the Base Case to the With Quarry Case2.   

63. I have, however, estimated the costs to the corridor and to Victoria generally of less 
efficient staging of development by again applying the overarching sequencing plan 
developed by Patch.   

64. Taking a corridor level perspective, temporary withdrawal of land from urban 
development in Beveridge North West PSP to accommodate the quarry will necessarily 
mean that land elsewhere in the corridor will have to be brought forward in the 
development pipeline to compensate.  This means that the infrastructure investment 
required to support the development of this land will also need to be brought forward 
from a time that might otherwise be preferred from a logical sequencing point of view. 

65. I have again assumed that the Patch sequence is logical and efficient and adopted it as the 
Base Case.  In the With Quarry Case development which cannot be accommodated in 
Beveridge North West spills over into alternative PSPs until such time as the quarry 
quarantined land becomes available again. At that point development would flow back 
into Beveridge North West to deliver the same end-state corridor form as would have 
occurred in the Base Case. 

66. Using research conducted by Infrastructure Victoria, I have estimated the cost of providing 
‘off-site’ infrastructure to support each lot in the ongoing development of the corridor.  I 
have focussed on ‘off-site’ or ‘beyond the estate’ infrastructure as higher order 
infrastructure will be subject to threshold delivery effects.  As such, the cost of providing 
this infrastructure will be sensitive to sequencing and timing effects3. 

67. In its 2019 report titled “Infrastructure Provision in Different Development Settings - 
Metropolitan Melbourne - Volume 2 Technical Appendix,”4 Infrastructure Victoria 
identifies low, medium and high capital cost estimates for the provision of most of the 
facilities and services required to support development in greenfield areas including 
Transport, Civil works & drainage, Sewerage, Water supply, Electricity, Gas, Telecoms, 
Community infrastructure, Emergency services, Health infrastructure and Education 
infrastructure.  I have reproduced these findings in Table 5.  The table also includes my 
own estimate of public open space costs, which were excluded from the scope of 
Infrastructure Victoria’s investigation. 

68. Several of the costs listed in Table 5 would be contained entirely on site or on estate.  For 
example, Infrastructure Victoria defines 100% of ‘Lot infrastructure’ to be on-site, while 
Civil works & drainage are defined to be entirely on estate.  Other items are defined to 
include works that are partially on site/on estate and partially off-estate trunk and 
distribution works.  Unfortunately, Infrastructure Victoria does not provide direction about 
the distribution of these costs across these two domains.  In the absence of other 
guidance, I have assumed that these costs will on average be split 50/50 across on estate 
and off estate.   

  

 
2 I understand that other expert evidence being put to Panel suggests that rehabilitation costs would be counted in the 
hundreds of millions of dollars. 
3I discuss these effects in a paper co-authored with Bill Forrest and published independently by SGS 
https://www.sgsep.com.au/publications/insights/better-value-from-greenfield-urban-infrastructure-in-victoria  
4 https://www.infrastructurevictoria.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/IPIDDS-Metro-Melbourne-Vol-2-Technical-
appendix_Aug-2019.pdf.pdf  

https://www.sgsep.com.au/publications/insights/better-value-from-greenfield-urban-infrastructure-in-victoria
https://www.infrastructurevictoria.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/IPIDDS-Metro-Melbourne-Vol-2-Technical-appendix_Aug-2019.pdf.pdf
https://www.infrastructurevictoria.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/IPIDDS-Metro-Melbourne-Vol-2-Technical-appendix_Aug-2019.pdf.pdf
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TABLE 5: INFRASTRUCTURE COST PER LOT – GREENFIELD DEVELOPMENT SETTINGS 

  Low High Medium 

Lot infrastructure $445,465 $445,465 $445,465 

Transport $45,703 $45,703 $45,703 

Civil works & drainage $24,643 $106,651 $50,463 

Sewerage $6,332 $23,232 $10,983 

Water supply $4,097 $15,464 $10,289 

Electricity  $7,470 $21,220 $9,665 

Gas $2,780 $3,430 $3,105 

Telecoms $2,979 $5,966 $3,791 

Community infrastructure $14,616 $18,100 $14,616 

Emergency services $817 $817 $817 

Health infrastructure $1,200 $1,200 $1,200 

Education infrastructure $14,900 $17,600 $16,400 

Public open space* $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 

Source: Infrastructure Victoria.  Author’s estimate for public open space 

 

69. On this basis, and assuming that costs in the Northern Corridor will fall within the 
‘medium’ category, I estimate that each lot will require $98,257 in off-estate 
infrastructure (see Table 6).  

TABLE 6: ESTIMATED COST OF OFF-ESTATE INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT IN NORTHERN 
CORRIDOR 

  Medium 
% off 
estate 

Rationale $ off estate 

Lot infrastructure $445,465 0% Entirely on site $0 

Transport $45,703 100% Entirely off estate $45,703 

Civil works & drainage $50,463 0% Entirely on site/estate $0 

Sewerage $10,983 50% 
Assumes half of these costs will be in 
off-estate trunk works 

$5,492 

Water supply $10,289 50% 
Assumes half of these costs will be in 
off-estate trunk works 

$5,145 

Electricity  $9,665 50% 
Assumes half of these costs will be in 
off-estate transmission works 

$4,833 

Gas $3,105 50% 
Assumes half of these costs will be in 
off-estate transmission works 

$1,553 

Telecoms $3,791 0% 
Entirely on site/estate.  No allowance 
made for transmission towers etc 

$0 

Community 
infrastructure 

$14,616 100% Entirely off estate $14,616 

Emergency services $817 100% Entirely off estate $817 

Health infrastructure $1,200 100% Entirely off estate $1,200 

Education 
infrastructure 

$16,400 100% Entirely off estate $16,400 

Public open space* $5,000 50% 
Assumes that half of park requirements 
will be off-estate 

$2,500 

Totals $617,497 $8  $98,257 

Source:  Infrastructure Victoria data.  Author’s assumptions and calculations 

 

70. Table 7 shows the Patch estimate of how the Northern corridor will develop and my 
assumptions about how incorporation of the temporary quarry in Beveridge North West 
will affect the spatial distribution of development versus this benchmark.  For the 
purposes of this analysis I did not adjust the developable hectares figures for Beveridge 
North West to align with the ICP as such an adjustment would have had knock on effects 
for land release elsewhere.  In this context I judged that the marginal adjustment in 
question, while material in terms of ICP impacts, would not have a significant effect on the 
roll-out of off-estate infrastructure across the whole corridor. 
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71. The table shows that the total cost of supplying off estate infrastructure in the Northern 
Corridor for all PSPs outside of Beveridge North West would be some $8.97 billion in both 
the Base Case and the With Quarry Case. 

72. However, the With Quarry Case necessitates the bring forward of off-estate infrastructure 
in those parts of Northern Corridor required to accommodate the spill over of 
development which cannot occur in Beveridge North West due to the temporary quarry.  
In present value terms, again calculated using a real discount rate of 7%, the cost of 
supplying off estate infrastructure in PSPs outside of Beveridge North West is 0.7% higher 
in the With Quarry Case compared to the Base Case.  I estimate this additional cost to be 
around $47 million. 

73. I have considered the potential for this bring forward cost to be off-set by savings in not 
having to supply some off-estate infrastructure for a couple of decades in those parts of 
Beveridge North West which cannot accommodate development during the term of the 
temporary quarry.  

TABLE 7: FLOW OF DEVELOPMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS – NORTHERN CORRIDOR  

 
2020-
2025 

2025-
2030 

2030-
2035 

2035-
2040 

2040-
2045 

2045-
2050 

2050-
2055 

2055-
2060 

NDA absorbed in total Corridor - Patch 
consultants (ha) 

860 805 881 941 749 618 382 204 

Base Case NDA absorbed in Beveridge 
North West PSP (assuming no quarry) 
- Patch consultants (ha) 

120 120 120 120 120 110 75 19 

With Quarry Case NDA absorbed in 
Beveridge North West PSP (ha) 

120 120 72 72 84 77 158 102 

NDA absorbed in other PSPs 
(assuming Base Case - no quarry in 
BNW) 

740 685 761 821 629 508 307 185 

NDA absorbed in other PSPs 
(assuming With Quarry Case ) 

740 685 809 869 665 541 224.5 102.5 

Infrastructure cost for corridor 
excluding BNW assuming Base Case 
($m) 

$1,432 $1,326 $1,473 $1,589 $1,218 $983 $594 $358 

Infrastructure cost for corridor 
excluding BNW assuming With Quarry 
Case ($m) 

$1,432 $1,326 $1,566 $1,682 $1,287 $1,047 $435 $198 

Total infrastructure cost for corridor 
excluding BNW 2020-2060 assuming 
Base Case ($m) undiscounted 

$8,974        

Total infrastructure cost for corridor 
excluding BNW 2020-2060 assuming 
With Quarry Case ($m) undiscounted 

$8,974        

Total infrastructure cost for corridor 
excluding BNW 2020-2060 assuming 
Base Case ($m) - present value 

$7,013        

Total infrastructure cost for corridor 
excluding BNW 2020-2060 assuming 
With Quarry Case ($m) - present value 

$7,060        

Additional off-site infrastructure cost 
in moving from Base Case to With 
Quarry Case ($m) 

$46.6        

% increase in costs With Quarry Case 
versus Base Case 

0.7%        

Source:  Patch data, Infrastructure Victoria data, author calculations 

 

74. I noted in paragraph 36 that suspension of development within Beveridge North West due 
to temporary quarry operations would have a relatively small impact on the provision of 
off-estate transport projects.  One project (IN-10) could be deferred for around 5 years, 
providing a saving of approximately $0.6 million in present value terms. 
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75. Another area of infrastructure which is particularly ‘lumpy’ is school provision.  In Table 8, I 
set out, firstly, the rate at which schools of various types would need to be delivered in 
Beveridge North West based on the following provision ratios. 

▪ Gov Primary schools 1 per 3000 dwellings 

▪ Gov Secondary schools 1 per 10000 dwellings 

▪ Catholic and Independent Primary schools 1 per 6400 dwellings 

▪ Catholic and Independent Secondary schools 1 per 10000 dwellings 

76. Seventeen schools will be required in total in both the Base Case and the With Quarry 
Case.  However, the timing of provision varies significantly across the two scenarios.   

77. Based on the Infrastructure Victoria report noted earlier, I have costed school provision at 
$26.4 million per primary school (all types) and $76 million per secondary school (all 
types).  On this basis, the present value total cost of providing schools in Beveridge North 
West would be some $16 million lower in the With Quarry Case compared to the Base 
Case 

78. I do not expect there to be significant savings on offer from the suspension of 
development in Beveridge North West with respect to the other infrastructure categories.  
This is partly due to the nature of the infrastructure.  For example, trunk water, sewer and 
power services need to be extended to those locations in the north of Beveridge North 
West which will continue to be available for development notwithstanding their relative 
proximity to the quarry operations. 

79. Also, I note that from the VPA’s Part A Statement that the PSP envisages ‘early provision’ 
of infrastructure.  I interpret this to mean that infrastructure, such as health and 
community facilities will be supplied for district level catchments, even if those 
catchments are only partially developed. 

3.4 Net community benefit 
80. The upshot of this analysis is that moving from the Base Case to the With Quarry Case 

would generate an ‘infrastructure inefficiency’ cost for the Victorian community of around 
$30 million in present value terms.  This represents the $47 million gross cost difference 
identified in paragraph 72 adjusted down to reflect potential cost savings in roads 
(approximately $06 million) and schools ($16 million). 

81. As discussed above, the quarry product transport cost savings offered by the With Quarry 
Case versus the Base Case amount to $13.6 million in present value terms.  This is not 
sufficient to make up for the additional costs to Victoria in moving from the Base Case to 
the With Quarry Case.  The With Quarry Case therefore generates a net community 
disbenefit.  I estimate this net cost to Victoria to be of the order of $15 million.  I consider 
this to be a conservatively low estimate as it makes no allowance for the cost of 
rehabilitating the quarry site to residential development standard. 
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TABLE 8: SCHOOL PROVISION RATES AND COSTS – BEVERIDGE NORTH WEST 

 

2020-
2025 

2025-
2030 

2030-
2035 

2035-
2040 

2040-
2045 

2045-
2050 

2050-
2055 

2055-
2060 Total 

Incremental provision  of 
schools Base Case 

         

Gov Primary schools required in 
BNW 

1 1  1 1 1   5 

Gov Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 1     1  2 

Catholic Primary schools 
required in BNW 

 1  1    1 3 

Catholic Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 1     1  2 

Independent Primary schools 
required in BNW 

 1  1    1 3 

Independent Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 1     1  2 

Total schools provided 1 6  3 1 1 3 2 17 

Incremental provision  of 
schools With Quarry Case 

         

Gov Primary schools required in 
BNW 

1 1  1  1 1  5 

Gov Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 1      1 2 

Catholic Primary schools 
required in BNW 

 1    1  1 3 

Catholic Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 1      1 2 

Independent Primary schools 
required in BNW 

 1    1  1 3 

Independent Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 1      1 2 

Total schools provided 1 6  1  3 1 5 17 

Capital expenditure on schools 
- Base Case 

         

Gov Primary schools required in 
BNW 

$26.4 $26.4  $26.4 $26.4 $26.4    

Gov Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 $76.0     $76.0   

Catholic Primary schools 
required in BNW 

 $26.4  $26.4    $26.4  

Catholic Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 $76.0     $76.0   

Independent Primary schools 
required in BNW 

 $26.4  $26.4    $26.4  

Independent Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 $76.0     $76.0   

Total  
$26.4 $307.2  $79.2 $26.4 $26.4 $228.0 $52.8 

PV total 
$562.5 

Capital expenditure on schools 
- With Quarry Case 

         

Gov Primary schools required in 
BNW 

$26.4 $26.4  $26.4  $26.4 $26.4   

Gov Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 $76.0      $76.0  

Catholic Primary schools 
required in BNW 

 $26.4    $26.4  $26.4  

Catholic Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 $76.0      $76.0  

Independent Primary schools 
required in BNW 

 $26.4    $26.4  $26.4  

Independent Secondary schools 
required in BNW 

 $76.0      $76.0  

Total 
$26.4 $307.2  $26.4  $79.2 $26.4 $280.8 

PV total 
$545.8 

Source:  Patch Consultants data, Infrastructure Victoria data, author calculations 
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ICP cash receipts and outlays (transport related projects) 
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APPENDIX B: PLANNING PANELS 
VICTORIA EXPERT WITNESS 
DECLARATION 

a) The name and address of the expert 

Marcus Luigi Spiller 
SGS Economics & Planning Pty Ltd 
Level 14, 222 Exhibition Street 
Melbourne 

 

b) The expert's qualifications and experience 

PhD (Global Studies, Social Science and Planning), RMIT University, Melbourne, 2009 
Master of Commerce (Economics), University of Melbourne, 1986 
Bachelor of Town and Regional Planning, University of Melbourne, 1978 
 

Life Fellow Planning Institute of Australia 
Associate Professor (Honorary) University of Melbourne 

 

c) The expert's area of expertise to make the report 

I am a Principal and Partner of SGS Economics & Planning Pty Ltd, a firm I helped to establish 
more than 3 decades ago. Formally qualified in commerce and urban planning, I have 
practiced as a consultant for much of my career, though I have also worked as an academic, 
local government town planner, Ministerial Adviser and senior bureaucrat in State and 
Commonwealth Government agencies. I am widely published in urban economics, housing 
policy, infrastructure funding and metropolitan governance. This includes writing and co-
editing two books on infrastructure and urban management.  

 

 

d) Other significant contributors to the report and where necessary outlining their expertise 

Some of the analysis reported in this statement was prepared by staff at SGS under my 
instructions and supervision. 

 

 

e) Instructions that define the scope of the report 

I was asked by Maddocks, acting on behalf of Mitchell Shire, to provide an opinion on; 

▪ Whether, and to what extent, accommodation of a temporary quarry in the 
Beveridge North West PSP would adversely impact the level of cost recovery 
achieved via the Infrastructure Charges Plan (ICP) proposed for the Precinct, and  
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▪ Whether the temporary quarrying operations would generate an overall economic 
benefit for the Northern Growth Corridor and Victoria generally. 

 

f) The identity of the person who carried out any tests or experiments upon which the 
expert relied in making this report and the qualifications of that person 

NA 

 

 

g) The facts, matters and all assumptions upon which the report proceeds 

These are detailed in my report 

 

 

h) Reference to those documents and other materials the expert has been instructed to 
consider or take into account in preparing the report, and the literature or other material 
used in making the report 

These are detailed in my report 

 

 

i) Provisional opinions that have not been fully researched for any reason (identifying the 
reason why such opinions have not been or cannot be fully researched) 

These are detailed in my report 

 

j) Questions falling outside the expert's expertise and also a statement indicating whether 
the report is incomplete or inaccurate in any respect 

Any such matters are detailed in my report 

 

 

I have made all the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate and no matters of 
significance which I regard as relevant have to my knowledge been withheld from the Panel. 

 

Name  Marcus Spiller 

Date  April 28, 2022 
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